Web Design Schedule

Week One
The basics of a website
What makes a good one?
What is important to consider in their design?
Navigable, readable, eye-catching

Week Two
HTML Framework
Basics of an HTML skeleton
HTML/head/script/body
What goes in each of these tags?
Begin setting up a website with Editey

Week Three
Advanced HTML
Style tags, buttons, combo boxes, etc
Potential: Beginnings of CSS

Week Four
Beginnings of CSS
Setting up CSS tags
. and #
Naming tags
Start with changing appearance of bold, italic, and underlined text

Week Five
Continued CSS
Changing other features of your website
May largely be student-guided, ask what they want to learn to do
If not, will focus on main things such as tables and object frames

Week Six
Bootstrap CSS
Discuss the bootstrap framework and how it allows for easy website setup

Week Seven
Javascript
Basic functions
Assign alerts to buttons
Change text on a page
Show/hide
Week Eight

Discuss further languages
  Talk briefly about the use of PHP and JSON in site design
  (Students will not write in these languages)
Building their own website
  Students will use what they’ve learned to work on their own editey site
  Walk around to feel out questions and provide guidance